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Abst rac t - -The  uniqueness of the KKT multipliers of a nonlinear program has been studied in 
a well-known paper by Kyparisis. In the first part of this note, we show that the characterization 
obtained in that paper does not provide a satisfactory result for the multiobjective case. Thus, we 
introduce a new regularity condition, which involves also the objective functions, and we show that it 
is necessary and sufficient in order to have unique KKT multipliers. Moreover, we use this condition 
to refine a second-order necessary optimality condition, which has been obtained in a recent paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following constrained multiobjective program: 
min f(x), subject to x E X, (1) 
int R~ 
where the feasible region is described by inequalities and equalities 
X := {x • R": g(x) <_ O, h(x) = 0}, 
with f : R" ---* R t, g : R n ~ R m, and h : R n ---* R p differentiable functions; let K := 
{1, . . . ,g},  I : -  {1 , . . . ,m},  and J := {1 , . . . ,p}  denote the index sets of the involved vector 
functions. Moreover, let I(~) := {i • I : gi(~) = 0} denote the index set of the active inequality 
constraints at a given £, • X. 
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The notation minint R~_ marks vector minimum with respect o the cone int R~_ : 5: E X is called 
a local vector minimum point of (1) if and only if there exists a neighbourhood N of 2, such that 
no x E X M g satisfies f(2) - f (x)  E int R~_, that is, fk(x) > fk(x) for all k E K. 
It is well known (see [1]) that a necessary condition for • E X to be a local vector minimum 
point of (1) is that there exist 0 E ]~, A E R m, and # E ]~v not all zero such that 
ekVfk(~) + ~ ~Vg,(~) + ~ ~jWh(~) = 0, (2) 
k6K iEI jE J  
Aigi(~) = 0, i E I, (3) 
0k_>0, kEK ,  A ik0 ,  iE I .  (4) 
The vectors (8, A,/z) satisfying the above system axe known as John multipliers; all the feasible 
points • for which John multipliers exist are called stationary. 
In the case of scalar optimization (~ -- 1), John multipliers are called KKT multipliers when 
-- 1. The structure of the set of KKT multipliers has been analysed by some authors (see, for 
instance, [2-6]). In particular, it has been proved in [2] that this set is nonempty and bounded 
if and only if the well-known Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (MFCQ) holds. To 
achieve uniqueness, the following modification of (MFCQ) has been introduced in [3]. 
DEFINITION 1. The strict Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (SMFCQ) holds at a 
stationary point • 6 X when there exJst John multipliers uch that for the index sets 
I+(~) := {i e x(~): ~ > 0}, Io(~) := I(~) \ I+(~), 
the foflowing conditions hold: 
• Vgi(~), i E I+(~), Vhj(~), j 6 J, axe linearly independent; 
• there exists w E R n such that 
Vg~(~)~ < 0, i e Io(~), 
Vhj(~)w = 0, j e J. 
Kyparisis [3] proved that the set of KKT  multipliers is a singleton if and  only if (SMFCQ)  
holds. 
In the multiobjective case, 0 is not a number  but a vector; thus, the definition for KKT  
multipliers has be to written in a different way. Let 
M+(~) := {(0, A, #):  (2)-(4) hold and IIOH = 1} 
be the set of KKT multipliers for problem (1), where II " II is any given norm in R e. 
It would be reasonable to think that the result of [3] holds also in the multiobjective case. But, 
if we introduce the set 
M+(~,0) := {(A,#): (O,A,#) E M+(~)}, 
we can prove the following result just arguing as in [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let (8, A,#) fi M+(~). Then, M+(Z,8) is a singleton if and only if the strict 
Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification (SMFCQ) holds. 
Indeed, in the scalar ease this theorem is exactly Proposition 1.1 of [3], and it provides a 
characterization f the uniqueness of the KKT multipliers; on the contrary, it is not a satisfactory 
result for the multiobjective case: there may be linearly independent unit vectors 0 such that the 
corresponding sets M+ (~, 0) are not empty, as the following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider (1) with n = 3, l = 2, m = 2, p = 1, and 
/ l (Xl ,X2, X3) =x~ +x2,  f2(xl ,x2,x3) ~- - -X l  - -X2- J -X3 ,  
gl (xl, x2, x3) = Xl, g2 (Xl, z2, x3) = -x2,  hl (Xl, x2, x3) = x21 - xa. 
The vector 2 -- (0, 0, 0) is a local vector minimum point of (1) and system (2)-(4) becomes 
81 =AI+A2,  82--~A1, 82=/~1, A1,A2 ~ 0. 
Thus, easy calculations show that 
{ [0 /14+(2) = (0~,~,#~) :  0 ~ = (cosa, sina), .~ = (s inc~,eosa- sina), #~ = sina, a • ,-~ . 
Hence, KKT multipliers are not unique. On the contrary, M+(g', 0 ~) = {(.~, #~)} is a singleton 
for all a • [0,~r/4]; in fact, it is straightforward to prove that (SMFCQ) holds for all possible 
index sets I+ (2). 
2. UNIQUENESS OF  KKT  MULT IPL IERS 
In order to gain uniqueness without fixing a unit vector 8 a priori, we have to introduce a new 
regularity condition, strengthening (SMFCQ) in the following way. 
DEFINITION 2. The strict Mangasarian-Fromovitz regularity condition (SMFRC)s holds at a 
stationary point 2 with respect to the index s • K when there exist John multipliers uch that 
for the index sets 
K+ := {k • K :  ~k > 0}, I+(2) := {i • I (2) :  ~i > 0}, Io(2) := 1(2) \1+(2), 
the following conditions hold: 
• vA(2), k • K+ and k # ~, Vg~(2), i • I+(2), and Vhj(2), j • J, are linearly indepen- 
dent; 
there exists ws • R ~ such that 
Vfk(2)w~ < 0, k ~t K+, 
Vgi(2)w~ < 0, i • lo(2), 
vA(2)w~ = 0, k • K+, 
Vgi(2)w~ = O, i • /+(2) ,  
Vhj(2)Ws = O, j • Y. 
k#s ,  
k # s, (5) 
The above condition is a quite strong requirement; in fact, the solvability of system (5) forces 
some fixed components  of all KKT  multipliers to be zero, as the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 1. Let (8, A, 12) E M+ (2) and suppose that (5) admits a solution for some s E K+. I f  
(8',~',~') • f+(2) ,  then {k • K:  8~ > 0} c K+ and {i • ~: hl > 0} c_ I+(2). 
PROOF. Let ws • ]~n solve (5) for some s • K+. Since (0, ~,/2) • M+ (2), we have 
0 = ~ ~kVfk(2)ws + ~ ~,Vg~(~)ws + Z /2 jWj (~)~ = #~Vfs(2)~. 
kEK iEI jEJ 
Since ~ ~ 0, we get Vf~(2)w~ = 0. Thus, ws solves also the system 
vfk (~)~ < o, k ~ K+, 
V fk (~)~ = o, k e K+, 
Vg~(~)~ = o, i ~ I+(~), 
Vhj (2)w s : 0, j C J. 
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By Motzkin's Theorem of the Alternative (see [7]), system (2) has no solution (8, A, #) such that 
8k _> 0 for all k ~ K+, Ai _> 0 for all i E Io(2) and at least one of them is different from zero. 
Since (0',),', #') satisfies (2), we have 0~ = 0 for all k ¢ K+ and A~ -- 0 for all i ~ I+ (2). I 
Thus, we can prove the following characterization f the uniqueness of KKT multipliers for the 
multiobjective case. 
THEOREM 2. Let (8, A, #) E M+(~). Then, 
M+ (2) is a singleton i£ and only i[ (SMFRC)~ holds at 2, for all s E K+. 
PROOF. Given any s E K+, suppose that (SMFRC)~ does not hold. Whether the linear inde- 
pendence condition does not hold or system (5) has no solution, there exist 8' E ]~m, A' E R p,
#' E ]~q not all zero such that 8'~ = 0, A~ - 0 for all i @ I(~) and 
8 vf (2) + + = o. 
k~K i~I j~ J  
Without any loss of generality, we can assume that 
max{lS~l : k e K} < min {~k : k E g+},  maxIIA~] : i E /+(2)} < min {~ : i e /+(~)} .  
Then, 
Moreover, if we set ~/ -- 
0~+~k >0, keK, 
A~ +5,~ >_ 0, i e I .  
I181 + we have that ~/(81 + 0, A' + ~,#' + #) E M+(2). By the 
uniqueness assumption, we must have 
= ( I  - 
v , ; .  = (1  - v )p j ,  
kEK,  
iE I ,  
jE J .  
Since 8' s = 0 and ~s ¢ 0, one has 7 = 1; thus, we have 0' = 0, )~' =- 0, #' = 0 in contradiction 
with the assumption. 
Vice versa, let (8/, )1, #,) be any vector of M+(2) and s E K be such that 0' s ¢ 0. By Lemma 1, 
we have that 0~ = 0 for all k ~ K+ and A~ = 0 for all i ~ I+ (2). Thus, s E K+ and we get 
('/8~--0k) V /k (2 )+ ~ (~fA~-Ai) Vgi(2)+~-~(~/#~-#j)Vhj(~)=O, (6)
kEK+ iEI+ (5) jE J  
where "/ -- 0s/8'. Since "fS'~ - 0~ -- 0, then all the coefficients in (6) must be zero because of 
the linear independence condition of (SMFRC)~. Thus, we have that ~f(0', A1, #,) _- (8, A, #). 
Moreover, 1 = ]l~lI--"/N0'II = % and then (0',A',#') -- (0, ~,#), proving the uniqueness of the 
given KKT multipliers. I 
In the scalar case, K+ -- K consists just of the only index corresponding to the objective func- 
tion, and consequently (SMFRC) reduces to (SMFCQ); thus, also Theorem 2 becomes Proposi- 
tion 1.1 of [3]. 
REMARK 1. The above characterization f uniqueness depends only upon the indices in K+; 
actually, (SMFRC)~ cannot hold when s ~ K+. In fact, if ~s -- 0, then system (2) implies 
kEK+, k#s iEI+ (5:) jE d 
in contradiction with the linear independence ondition in Definition 2. 
Therefore, when (SMFRC)~ holds for all s E K+, we can simply say that the strict Mangasarian- 
Fromovitz regularity condition (SMFRC) holds, without any possible misunderstanding. 
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3. A SECOND-ORDER NECESSARY 
OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT ION 
Since there may be stationary points which are not local vector minimum points of (1), ad- 
ditional second-order optimality conditions can be developed when all the functions are twice 
differentiable. Actually, (SMFRC) can be employed also as a second-order regularity condition. 
The following John type necessary optimality condition has been proved in [8]. 
THEOREM 3. I f  ~ E X is a local vector minimum point of (1), then for any descent direction v, 
that is, any v E ~n verifying the following system: 
vA(~).  < 0, k e K, 
Vgi(5:)v < 0, i E I(5:), 
Vhj  (5:)v = O, j E J, 
there exist 8 E ]~, A E ~m,  and # E ~{P not all zero satisfying not only (2)-(4), but also the 
second-order condition 
and the first-order complementarity slackness conditions 
0kVfk(~)V = 0, k e K, (S) 
~,Vg, (~)v  = 0, i e ±(~). (9) 
In the above theorem, no regularity assumption is required, but 0 can be zero. To avoid 
this drawback, some regularity conditions have been considered in [8-10]. However, even these 
additional assumptions do not avoid that the multipliers may change with the considered escent 
direction. On the contrary, assuming (SMFRC), not only 0 is different from zero, but also the 
multipliers do not depend upon the descent directions. 
THEOREM 4. Let • E X be a local vector minimum point of (1) and (0, A, #) be such that (2)-(4) 
hold. I f  (SMFRC) holds at ~, then there exists 7 > 0 such that 3'(0, A, #) E M+ (~) and (7)-(9) 
hold for all descent directions. 
PROOF. Suppose that 0 = 0; then, (2) implies that Vg~(5:) for all i E 1+(5:) and Vhj(5:) for 
all j E J are linearly dependent in contradiction with (SMFRC). Thus, 0 ¢ 0 and choosing 
-- H0[[ -1, we get ~/(0, A,#) E M+(~). The fact that (7)-(9) hold for all descent directions 
follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Theorem 2. | 
An analogous result has been obtained in [10] under weaker egularity conditions (McCormick 
and Guignard constraint qualifications) but adding a convexity assumption, which allows to 
reduce problem (1) to a scalar nonlinear program. Thus, Theorem 3.4 of [10] is a better result 
than Theorem 4 for convex multiobjective optimization; on the contrary, Theorem 4 can be 
applied also to nonconvex problems. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider (1) with n = 3, ~ = 3, m = 1, p = 1, and
f l (X l ,X2 ,X3)  ~- --Xl ' f2 (Z I ,X2 ,X3)  -~ X 1 - -  X3, f3 (X l ,X2 ,X3)  -~- X 2 --  2X 2, 
g l (x l ,  x2, x3) = -x l  - x~, h l (~, ,  ~. ,  x3) = x~ - ~ + x~. 
The vector ~ = (0, 0, 0) is a local vector minimum point of (1) and system (2)-(4) becomes 
01 --02-~-A 1 =0,  03 =]A1, 02 =0,  01,03, A 1 ~ 0. 
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Then, there are unique KKT multipliers; in fact, we have that M+(2) -- {(0,0,1,0,1)} and 
(SMFRC) holds; since all the assumptions are satisfied, Theorem 4 can be applied. On the 
contrary, it is impossible to reduce problem (1) to a scalarized nonlinear program, having 2 as a 
minimum point. By Lemma 2.2 of [10], this implies that the convexity assumption of Theorem 3.4 
of [10] is not satisfied. 
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